Want to deepen your understanding of our society and contribute to shaping its future? To develop your critical thinking skills? For the first time in Belgium, UCLouvain is offering the prestigious bachelor in Philosophy, Politics and Economics (PPE).

Depth, rigour and relevance are the core features of this integrated degree, which qualifies its holder to pursue a master’s degree in any of the three disciplines.

If you are intellectually curious and motivated, interested in both research and taking action, join this bilingual program taught by leading scholars!

More info: www.uclouvain.be/ppe

Develop your own ideas concerning key social, political and economic issues!

What are the main causes of inequality?
What (if anything) is wrong with populism?
Is migration beneficial? If so, to whom?
Are gender quotas effective in politics?
Is economic growth compatible with climate preservation?
Should we promote a universal basic income?
Is it possible to argue constructively over political doctrines?
What does the future hold for our democracies?

* Subject to final French Community of Belgium approval
As a PPE graduate, you will:

- acquire first-class training in three disciplines (philosophy, politics and economics);
- master at least two languages (courses 75% in French and 25% in English);
- gain international experience at an early stage of your studies (exchange programs);
- develop strong writing and communication skills (essays, BA thesis,...), including skills for arguing with those who don’t necessarily share your views;
- acquire a method to develop evidence-based policy proposals with explicit normative foundations;
- develop a research-oriented attitude.

Qualification for three master’s programmes
The degree qualifies its holder to pursue a UCLouvain master’s degree in:
- philosophy;
- political science;
- economics.

Professional Careers
Any of these master’s degrees are a typical first step to becoming a high-profile decision-maker.
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